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About This Content

Composed and produced by Jeff van Dyck
Vocals by Angela van Dyck and Ella van Dyck

Guitar, Lute, Dulcimer and Mandolin by Shaun Trainer
Mastered by Dave Neil

01 Hand of Fate II (The Beginning)
02 The Game We Play

03 Deal of the Next Millennia
04 Voice of the Sun
05 Spiritual Rancor
06 Outer Demons

07 Broken
08 Return to the Game

09 Another Devil
10 Wayward Path
11 Until Midnight
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13 Deep Conflict
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17 Surly Towers
18 Space Canoe
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20 Doomhammer

21 Sisters of Murky
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24 Morning Mist

25 The Defiant Ones
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27 Mind Chamber
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One of the worst FPS I ever played.
Some flash games are better, seriously.. It is a great experience. But why so short... Q.Q

I would like to know more about the story. Good job so far guys.. Graphics are stunning and the levels are really competitive.
Sadly it's too hard for me D:. Tagged as RPG | Interactive | Survival, it (apparently) is a complete remastering of ICY which was
met with mixed reviews. The developers took the feedback to heart and revamped the game.

No manual or guides that I could find so you have to figure things out on your own, though the beginning is presented as a
tutorial.

The atmosphere is great and the dialogue choices at the very least give the impression of meaningful choices. Battle is turn-
based for each party; individuals do not attack. This means that, based on selected weapons and individual capabilities, different
attacks and combos are available. Combining those combos (up to 4) determines the action. For example, an arrow attack icon
plus a wall icon results in an attack from cover. There are also combos that don't attack but buff/heal. A lack of skill or weapons
results in less attacks/buffs per round.

Towns have shops and quest-givers; moving around the map has a chance of encounters. Your RPG stats set your odds of having
to fight or sneak away with the loot.

Would definitely recommend at this bargain price. It's enjoyable enough to tear me away from PoE, if only for a couple of
nights.. Its was pretty fun but definitely not my favorite. You get to play as Bess, George, Ned, and Nancy all throughout which
is a cool idea, but it ended up limiting the number of actual puzzels in the game and information repeated a lot as each playable
character had to continually run around town and talk to the different suspects, usually asking the same or very similar
questions. ND games are also usually really well planned out, but this one you know who the culpret is pretty early on, like not
just you as a player, all of the characters know, Nancy just can't do anything about it for a while, and there were several plot
holes.
All in all, worth a play, definitely worth the low price, just not as good as others like DODI, TITRT, and MIAHM
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Very thin on content. Only a handful of missions and the random missions get samey real quick. Still a couple of annoying
glitches like the warp-loop problem. The levelling/progress mechanism barely exists and there's no way to do anything even
vaguely sophisticated such as player ratings/reputations etc. The lobby system also leaves a lot to be desired. And it needs Uplay.
And it's Ubisoft. :(

BUT. When it works, which is actually most of the time, it's probably the most enjoyable social experience you can have in VR
right now. And it's super solid fun. The sense of presence is terrific and the mapped hand/head movements of other players
really makes communicating and working together viable and fun in a way that simply has not been possible before. You have to
try it.

In short, it's everything the ads make it out to be and I thoroughly recommend it for anyone interested in the idea of a VR co-op
starship bridge simulator. And if you're an actual bona fide Star Trek fan you can absolutely forgive yourself for spending a bit
too much money on a game that's still a bit new and a bit light on content.

Lots of great VR flagship titles are overpriced and thin on content right now - that's just the state of the young VR market. But
very few of them will keep me revisiting them like this has the potential to.

But if the price still makes you seriously think twice, then just give it a while. See if more content is added (without punishing
DLC price tags) and if the main price comes down a bit. Then it really would be a no-brainer. Even with Uplay.

IKR.. BGM Is Amazing !!!
The escape part is too difficult ^ ^
BUT ALL GIRLS ARE K A W A I I //////
So forgive you~. Good ol' lovestruck schoolgirl blastin' fun. Best way to pass the time when you're bored.. I am very glad I only
paid half price.

The movie pitch conceit is cute, but all the meta-commentary gets old pretty fast and, worst of all, commits the cardinal sin of
interfering with the game play. The zombie enemies are fine, but I'd have preferred a more open environment to get used to
them. In fact, overall I'd have preferred the same map as Far Cry 5 but populated with zombies instead of cultists. If they ever
decide to make that game, I'd buy it.

It has its moments, but generally the entire time I was playing this game I kept thinking how much better Dying Light's climbing
mechanic and overall approach was.

I've been a Steam user since it began, and this my first review. If the other two sections of the DLC are as disappointing as the
Zombies game, then this will be my first return as well.. Ver addictive game retro recommend. IT'S YURI GAME
BUY IT RIGHT NOW. I liked the tiny dwarves and their houses built out of human toys and tools. They used buttons as
currency, which was really cute. I spent a lot of time walking around looking at the buildings and the animal neighbors.
There were a variety of characters who had different powers, and you had to use them all to solve the puzzles. They walked
pretty slowly, and they couldn't hand each other items or nudge each other out of the way, so it was a bit fussy to get things done
sometimes.
But overall, a cute, colorful puzzle game with a variety of items to find and combine to solve tiny dwarf problems.. Better than a
lot of JRPG. A true AAA ARPG with Chinese fantasies.
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